HE Mr. Ashraf Qazi
SRSG for Iraq
UNAMI
Baghdad-Iraq
Excellency,
We as the Grand Sheiks, the nobles and the NGOs in the southern provinces of Iraq, mostly
Shiites, are living and working in many southern cities in Iraq. We would like to draw your
Excellency’s attention to some important issues, which have the most impacts on our country at
this juncture and at the future. Because of many common interests, the people of this area have
deep and close relationship with the Iranians. Unfortunately, the Iranian regime, over the last
three decades, has been trying hard to abuse this friendly relationship for expanding its
domination over the South then the whole of Iraq and eventually for influencing the entire
region. It is important to notice that the Velayat Fagheh regime of Iran, tries to portray itself as
the guardian of the Iraqi Shiites. Although, on the contrary, the people of Iraq particularly the
Shiites in South, hate the unlimited meddling of the Iranian regime. Thus, we feel sympathetic
and correlated with the Iranians and their real representative, the People’s Mojahedin
Organization of Iran.
We know the PMOI, who have been our dear guests in Iraq for last twenty-one years,
comprehensively and have seen noting, except friendship and goodwill from them. The Iranian
regime is aware of this close relationship and finds it as a threat to its aggressive goals for
dominating Iraq; therefore, it has been pursuing illegitimate tactics against the PMOI such as,
subjecting them to vicious calumnies, fabricating false stories, using abusive methods and … to
facilitate their extradition to Iran or for their expulsion from Iraq.
One of those allegations is about the so-called engagement of the PMOI in the suppression of
the Entifadeh Shabaniyeh( the people uprising) movement in 1991, which is totally false and
the PMOI has never interfered in Iraqi internal affairs and always has insisted on its neutral
positions.
We as the Grand Sheiks, The nobles and the NGOs in the southern provinces of Iraq, urge you,
as the Special Representative of Secretary General for Iraq, to take official and public stand in
supporting of the legal rights of the PMOI members in Ashraf, who have been recognized as
protected persons under the Fourth Geneva Convention, and to affirm the ICRC and UNHCR
declared position on them.
We also urge you to call on the Iraqi government to respect the international laws and the
Fourth Geneva Convention regarding the PMOI in Iraq.
With best regards
The Grand Sheiks, The nobles and the NGOs in the southern provinces of Iraq

Signatures:

Al sheikh Faysal Ojaybi Sahar Al Mhdavi
The General Secratry of the Association of the Iraqi Tribs

Al sheikh Jabbar Mahdi Jasim
The Grand Sheikh of Albouei tribe
(We support this letter, which is singed by the Sheikhs and the nobles of Iraq in support of the
PMOI and its position)

Salim Khozair Makki
In charge of the Abou Ghorab and Al hendiah office in Iraq.

Al sheikh Hakim Moujed Samavi Alshablavi
The Grand Sheikh of Al shable tribe in the Divanieh province ,Al Shameh district, Ghamami
area. Telephone NO. 07801211049

Al sheikh Mohammad Ojaybi Sahar
Al Sheikh Habib Mahmoud
The chief of the Al Ghazab tribe

Adnan Batloul
In charge of the security of Iraqi Al Entefadeh

Al Sheikh Valid Mohammad Jasim
Al Rihat tribe , Al Hamidati

Nejat Hasson Olabi
In charge of coordination for Iraqi Al Entefadeh

Fahad Abbas Fahad
In charge of friendly relationship in Iraqi Al Entefadeh

Hadi Hassan Oudeh
Deputy of the security of Iraqi Al Entefadeh

